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ABSTR ACT 

Fortran program HOUND calculates beam averages and geometrical 

corrections in a rectangular (bubble) chamber given the dimensions of the 

chamber and the distribution of the beam, 
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FORTRAN PROGRAM HOUND: 
CALCULATING A GENERAL BEAM AVERAGE 

OR GEOMETRIC CORRECTION FOR 
SECONDARIES ESCAPING FROM A RECTANGULAR BUBBLE CHAMBER 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. General Features of Fortran Program HOUND 

A generalized beam-averaging'añd escape-correction program for a 

rectangular bubble chamber is presented. Program HOUND is intended as 

a reasonably versatile and convenient vehicle for averaging any function 

QUAV (QUantity to be AVeraged) overa sample of points in the chamber. 

It is written to provide input facilities sufficient for most conceivable QUAV 

routines and is escorted by a complement of convenient subroutines. 

The function is assumed to have two independent parameters whose 

significance is. to, be defined solely by QUAVO The sample of points over 

which the average is to be taken is specified .by the input. Sets of values of 

the independent parameters for which averages are to be computed are given 

by the .input, and the QUAV quantity can be calculated by a subroutine 

wholly independent of the main program. The ouput is handled by a second 

independent subroutine, QIJOUT. 

The physical situation preliminary to the problem of ' 1escape" is 

this: a beam of particles of charge e e enters the rectangular bubble chamber 

from the left. Atypical track enters the chamber at a point (X 0)  Y 0 , Z 0 ), Its 

trajectory lies completely in the plane Z = Z an4 it makes, at entry, an 

azimuthal angle a 0  with the x axis. Onc.e inside the chamberit is bent 

into a circular trajectory by a uniform field H in the ±Z direction. 

After the beam track has traversed an arc length S, an.inter 

action occurs and some number of ,  secondary particles is emitted This 

situation is diagrammed in Fig. L. 
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B. General Plan of the Program 

The general plan of program HOUND is: 	
V 

To choose a sample, S, of points (X., Y, Z.) inside the chamber 

representing possible interaction points from which C particles are emitted. 

To calculate the probability P 1  (X., Y, Z.) that an interaction 

actually didtake place at (X., Y) Z.), 

To calculate the probability .  P(B 4 O, X, Y.,Z) that a particle C 

emitted at a point (X., Y., Z.) in the chamber at angle THETA with range or 

momentum RANGE will leave a calling card in the chamber.. This cal-

culation done by subroutine QUAy, called by HOUND. 

• 	(d) To average the probabilities P(R,9, X, 
'' 

Z.) over the sample • S 

to obtain P(R,O), the average probability of nonescape for a C particle 

emitted with parameters R, 	 V  

(e) To calculate P(R9) for every pair (Ri. 
9K 

 such that 

B 	~ R B mm 	J - max. 	 V  

BR . +J(R 
J mm 	max mm 	B 

and 

	

9 = 0 . + K(9 V 	
- 0 . )/N 

K mm 	max mm 	0 

for J = 0, 1 	NB and K = 0, 1 1 	N9 , 

where B . , 
max 

B 	, 
B mm 

N ,0 . ,.0 
max mm 	 , N0  , and others arespecified on the 

input cards 1 and 2, respectively. The rogram calculates all 
9K' 

 1. e. 

it calculates P(B 	
0K 

 for a given R i . then, all 9K for B + 1' and so on. 

\ 
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II. METHOD AND EQUATIONS 

A. Choosing the Sample S of Interaction Points 

Program HOUND is given the azimuthal angle a 0  of beam entry 

(ENTAZ), and chooses a set of tracks tof sample. On each track it chooses 

a set of points separated by a constant increment of track length. The input 

specifies a ZMIN, ZMAX and ZCOUNT (input card 4) and an XMIN, XMAX, 

XCOUNT so that 

AX = (XMAX-XMIN)/XCOUNT 

and 

AZ = (ZMAX=ZMIN)/ZCOUNT, 

and the tracks are chosen to have entry coordinates' (EX, 0, EZ) as follows'. 

(XMIN, 0, ZMIN), (XMIN, 0, ZMIN + AZ). 	(XMIN, 0, ZMAX), 

(XMIN + AX, 0, ZMIN), (XMIN + AX, 0, ZMIN + AZ) 

(XMAX, 0, ZMIN), 	(XMAX, 0, ZMAX) . 

Thus there 	 + 1) (ZCOUNT + 1) tracks chosen. 

Card 3 contains SMIN, usually = 0, SMAX, which can approximate 

the length of the ch3mber, and SCOUNT. Points arechosen on each track 

at S intervals of SMAX'SMIN/SCOUNT until a point is chosen that is 

outside the chamber. Then a new track is selected. 

Ordinarily, the density of sample S chosen in each direction depends 

on the rapidity with which the escape correction is expected to vary in that 

direction. 

The magnetic field H (HFIELD) is given on card 7 (in kilogauss) 

and its sign is the product of e (the sign of the charge on the beam particle) 

and the sign of direction.of the magnetic field (+ Z or -Z). The incident 

momentum p (PEA) is 'also given (in Mev/c) on card 7. These two quantities, 

H and p, determine the radius of curvature p (B HO) of the beam track, where 

.p=p/03H. 

(H 0 is permitted. The tracks are then straight lines)0 
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II 	II 
. up in chamber ) 

Entranc' 
plane 

IncUdent __________ //// UJ 

(x,y,z)  

CHL 'EN 

MU L2 50 86 

Fig. 1. Diagram of the physical situation preliminary 
to secondary "escapes" in a rectangular bubble 
chamber. A beam of particlesof charge e 
enters the chamber from the left The origin 
of coordinates is the bottom left-hand entrance 
corner of the chamber as seen when facing in 
the beam direction. A typical beam track enters 
the chamber at (X 0 , 0, Z 0 ). Its trajectory lies 
in the plane Z = Z 0 , and it makes the usual azimuthal 
angle a0  with the X axis. The beam track is 
bent by a uniform magnetic field H. After the 
track has traversed an arc length S in the chamber, 
an interaction occurs and some number of secondary 
particles is emitted. 

'1 

a 
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The problem of "escape" then presents itself. A secondary particle 

C is emitted at an angle with the beam which we shall call THETA or 

and a range (or energy, or momentum) that we shailcall RANGE or B. 

In many cases, the nature of particle C is such that it is useful, or 

detectable, only if it leaves within .tne chamber some interesting calling card. 

Calling cards may, for example, be 

charged decay particles (if C is an unstable neutral particle); 

an end point (if C is a proton); 

a stopping proton recoil, resulting from a C-proton collision 

(if C is a neutron). 

There is no restriction to two-body final states. 

However, since the chamber has finite dimensions, not all the C 

particles emitted leave calling cards inside the chamber, ThOse, that fail 

to do so are said to have "escaped" from it, Program HOUND has therefore 

been designed to calculate, on .the average, the fraction of all C particles 

emitted that can be expected to leave calling cards inside the chamber. 

Knowing p, we can then determine from the point of entry (X 0)  0 1  

Z 0 ) of the track selected and the arc length S of the track at the point 

of interaction, the coordinates of the interaction point (x, y,  z) of our sample. 

We neglect energy losses and magnetic field variation in what follows, although 

these may be corrected for within routine QUAV if desired. 

Summary of Choice of Sample of Points 

The sample of points is chosen as follows: 

An interesting rectangular area in the entrance plane (y = 0) is chosen. 

It is specified in the input by the four numbers (XMIN, XMAX), (ZMIN, 

ZMAX). The area is covered with a uniform grid whose fineness in each 

direction is specified by the input. The X interval is divided into XCOUNT 

parts and the Z interval into ZCOUNT parts. 

Each intersection point of the resulting grid is the entrance point of a 

sample track, and on each sample track sample points are chosen at uniform 

intervals in the region (SMIN, SMAX), SCOUNT is the number of intervals 

into which the interesting portion of each sample track is divided, 



(x,y,z) 

I 
s 

ii 
S~ -  ••- 

(X 0 O\Z 0 ) 

Incident beam track 

MU-25087 

Fig. 2. Geometry for determining the coordinates of the 
interaction point (x, y, z) of a sample. The beam 
azimuth at (X, Y, Z) is a. 0  -. S/p. 
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For example, suppose we wish to sample tracks entering between 

X = 1. and X = 2, and we want one other X between them. Let us also 

sample for Z = 3. and Z = 4. with no points between, and for the points 

between 40 and 50 in. as measured along the tr3ck in four intervals of 

2.5 in. each. Then our input quantities are: 

XMIN = 1. XMAX = 2. XCOUNT = 2.  

ZMIN = 3. ZMAX = 4. ZCOUNT = L 

SMIN = 40. SMAX. = 50. SCOUNT = 4. 	- 

This sample will comprise 30 points whose coordinates (X, Z, S) are: 

(1.0,3, 40,0), (1.0, 3, 42.5), (1.0, 3, 45), (1.0, .3, 47.5), (1.0 3, 50.0), 

(1.0,4, 40.0), (LO, 4, 42.5), (1.0 4, 45)., (1.0, 4, 47,5), (1.0, 4, 50.0) 

(1.5, 3, 40.0), (1,5, 3, 42,5), (1.5 3, 45), (1.5, 3, 47.5), (1.5, '3, 50.0) 

(1.5 ; 4', 40.0), (1.5, 4, 425), (1.5, 4, 45), (1.5, 4,' 47.5), (1.5, 4, 50.0), 

(2.0 )  3, 40.0), (2.0 3, 42.5), (2.0 , 3, 45), (2.0, 3, 47,5), (2.0 3', 50.0), 

(2.0, 4,40.0), (2.0, 4, 42,5), (2.0, 4, 45), (2.0, 4, 47,5), (2.0, 4, 50.0). 

The averages of these points are computed exactly in the. order pre-

sented, and.the number of points in the sample is (XCOUNT +1)(ZCOUNT +. 1) 

(SCOUNT' + .1). The total running time of the program is practically pro-

portional to this number. If the beam distribution is symmetrical about the 

median .Z plane of the chamber, this fact should be exploited; it will halve 

.the'running time of the program. Sample points should all be chosen in the 

upper half of the chamber, because theaverage over such a sample is exactly 

the same as for its mirror sample inthe lower half of the chamber;. we there-

fore do not calculate the latter and so cut our computing time in half. 

14 
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B. The Probability P 1 (X. )  Y, Z.) 

The entering beam is assumed to be parallel, with its axis per-

pendicular to the Z direction, . It is further assumed to be Gaussian 

distributed, on entry, in both x and z directions. That is, the density of 

tracks entering the chamber at (X 0 , 0, Z 0 ) is proportional to 

exp [-(Xo -xo ) ,/? ax
2 ] 

exp [-(Z0 - 0) 2/ 2  a2] p1(x0)P1(z0) 

The parameters Z 
o 
 (center of the Z distribution on entrance, 

ZCENT) and 2 U (width parameter of the Z distribution on entrance, 

ZWID) are supplied to the program on input card 4. . The parameters 

and 2 a 	are supplied on input card 5. 

ProbabiIity P1 (X.,Y., Z.) thus depends partly on where the track on 

which (X., Y. Z.) lis, enteredthe chamber, P1 alsodependsonwhereonthetrack 

this point lies, since the beam attenuates because of interactions with the 

target material. This dependence is expressed by the factor 

exp [-(S - 	s J where 	is the value of S at entrance (0), and a 5  is 

the attenuation length of the beam. These two quantities are given on input 

card 4. 

The unnormalized probability P 1 t (X. )  Y, Z)  is given by 

P1 t (X. )  Y '  Z.) = exp [-(X 0  - 0)2/2 a2) X 

exp [-(Z 0  - 0 ) 27 2 a 2  ] exp [-(S-S)0/ as ] 

and is normalized during the averaging over the sample of interacting points 

(described in Sec. II-D). 
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C. CalculationofP(R,O, X.
1 
 ,Y.

1 
 ,Z..) 
 1 

The QUAV subroutine: The main program (HOUND) handles a variety 

of inputs, looks after bookkeeping and crtain outputs, and performs the 

average over a sample of points specified by the input. The sample is 

generated point by point, and for each point the value of P(E,O,X. )  Y, Z.) 

is calculated by the QUAV subroutine. 

In the non-Monte-Carlo option, a set of tracks is chosen according 

to.the beam distribution specified in the input. Each .track is assumed to 

enter the chamber at the plane y = 0 and to follow a circular course inside. 

Points are chosen at equal intervals along each track chosen, and the value 

of P(R, O,X, Y. ' Z.) at each point is then computed by QUAy. The point 

sample is chosen differently when the Monte Carlo options are involved, but 

the same calculation is performed by the QUAV routine, 

This calculation is the heart of the program, and since we wish to 

allow the averaging of avery general function, the inputs to the QUAV 

subroutine are comprehensive. That is, the COMMON statements linking 

the QUAV routine with the main program allow the use of nearly any con-

ceivably useful parameter. Further, dummy parameters are also provided 

so that the QUAV routine may haveadditional parameters without requiring 

its own input routine; that is, some of the input to the main program is 

read into dummy locations that are available for use by QUAy. 

I 
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The input parameters are: 

ITAPE, RANGE, THETA, X,Y,Z, EX, SAS, EZ, CH:WID, CHLEN, CHEIT, 

SCENT, ZCENT, WIDX, WIDS, WIDZ, SAMPAZ, HFIELD, RHO, PEA, 

COSTAR, PROB, SWTCH1, SWTCHZ, SWTCH3, SWTCH4, SWTCH5, SWTCH6, 

SWTCH7, SWTCH8 

EMASSO, EMASS1, EMASSZ, EMASS3, PAUX, 

ATJXILO, AUXIL1, AUXILZ, AUXIL3, TIME, 

EXAUXO, EXAUX1, EXAUX2, EXAUX3, EXTI, 

EXTRA1, EXTBAZ, EXTBA3, EXTBA4, 

EXXTR1, EXXTBZ, EXXTR3, EXXTR4, 

INFIX1, INFIX2, INFIX3, INFIX4, INFIX5, INFIX6, 

IXTRA1, IXTRAZ, IXTRA3, IXTRA4, 

IXXTR1, IXXTRZ, IXXTB3, IXXTR4, 

MONTE, MONACO, IR, NUMB, IT, NUMTH, IX, NUMX, IZ, NUMZ, IS., NUMS, 
* 

CERES , ICARUS 

Explanation of Inputs 

IT APE: The variable output.tape names; see Sec. V for discussion. 

RANGE, THETA: The two independent parameters. 

X, Y, Z: The coordinates of the point P at which the secondary is being 

emitted, 

EX: 	The value of X at entry for the track on whick P occurs. 

SAS: 	The are length along the track from entry to P. 

EZ: 	The value of Z at entry for the track on which P occurs. 

• 

	

	CHWID, CHLEN, CHEIT: The widths  length, and height of the chamber 

(in x, y, z directions respectively). 

The incident beam is assumed to be Gaussian distributed at entry 

(y = 0) in the X and Z directions. The X distribution is assumed given 

by 

P(EX) exp r-(EX-XCENT) 2/WIDX1 

* 
This is the name of a series and not a single input. With all arguments 

transmitted by Fortran COMMON statements, the calling sequence for the 

QUAY routine is simply CALL QUAy. 
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That is,. the beam distribution is distributed at entry, according to a 

Gaussian centered at XCENT and a Width parameter r. 2 	WIDX. 

The same procedure applies to. the Z distributjonat: entry. We 

assume that:th.ebea,m attenuates uniformly sit passes through the chamber, 

Therefore, .the density of beam, at an arc length .SAS from entry, is 

proportional.to exp r-SAS/.WIDS , where. WIDS is the attenuation length 

of the .beam (or the mean Xree path of the beam particles at :the beam mo-

mentum in the chamber fluid; the energy loss by the beam is ignored by the 

program). For symmetry, the density of beam is written as 

exp [-(SAS-SCENT)/WIDS] and SCENT is set 0.0. XCENT,.SCENT, 

ZCENT': Beam distribution .cen'ter.s; séê paragraph above onthe incidentbeam. 

WIDX, WIDS, WIDZ: Beam width and attenuation parameters; see paragraph 

above on the incident beam, SAMPAZ: The azimuth of the beam direction 

at point P (radians); HFIELD: Magnetic field strength (kilogauss). 

RHO: Radius of curvature of the beam tracks based on PEA. 

PEA: Momentum of the beam. COSTAR: Dummy output quantity. 

PROB: Major output quantity of QUAV P(R, O,X ,  Y i p. Z.), the quantity that 

is to be averaged. SWTCHl 	SWTCH8:. Vehicles for specifying options; 

see Sec. V. EMASSO, EMASS1'. IXXTR4: Dummy input quantities filled 

from input .cards and available for use in QUAV; not used by the main 

HOUND program. MONTE: Monte Carlo option indicator for the main 

program; see Sec. X. MONACO: The number of different points P to be 

sampled for each (R, 9) pair when a Monte Carlo option is invoked. For 

each of the parameters R. , 9 , X, Z, S there is an index that ' 1keeps the place I!  

of the calculation. Each such index has a maximum value. The ilidex names 

(e. g., IR) and their maximum values (e. g. , NUMB) are the next implicit 

arguments of the QUAV routine. 

IR, NUMB, IT, NUMTH,IX, NUMX, IZ, NUMZ, IS, NUMS. 	2 

CERES: A vector of 400 floating-point dummy input quantities; see Sec. III. 

ICARUS::A vector of 160 integer dummy input quantities; see Sec. III. 
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The QUAV routine may,in particular cases, require input in addition 

to that provided above. Such quantities as masses, decay lifetimes, cross 

sections, critical momenta, or track lengths or parameters in range-energy 

relationships may be needed. The next 37 arguments provide dummy locations 

that are filled by ixiut cards, and so can serve as input vehic.les for such 

quantities. But there is no need for an additional input routine if fewer 

than 23 floating-point and fewer than 14 fixed-point (integer) auxiliary 

parameters are needed; 	 . 

D. Calculation of P(R, 0) 

• 	The averaging over the sample of interacting points is done by 

multiplying P(R, 0, X, Y )  Z.) by P1  (X., Y )  Z.), and then dividing by the sum 

of the weights. EP' 1 (X1 , .Y., Z.), 

We showed above the (X, Y, Z) can be calculated if X° , Z ° , and S 

are known. We can express •P in a more convenient form as a function of 

these quantities, and do so in the final formula.for P(B,@). 	 . 

* 
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III. INPUT FOR HOUND 

Every HOUND problem will have eleven input cards (or, if the 

problem is run on the Monitor systerri, a tape 2 made from them; see Sec. V). 

All are prepared according to the same format,. and each contains nine pieces 

of data. The first five of.these are 12-columned.floating-point.quantities in 

the plan ±XX.XXXXEjXX, and are respectively, named: 

VALMIN (minimum value), 

VALMAX (maximum value), 

COUNT (no. intervals desired between minimum and maximum values), 

SPREAD (spread parameter of distribution; 	2cy 2 )  or ), and 

VALCEN (central value of distribution; 	
, 	, S° Z 	= 0 usually). 

For c.ards after the fifth, these names have no meaning. The eleventh card, 

called the FLAG card, signifies the end of the input. 

Since cards 1 through 5 refer to RANGE (1), THETA(2), S(3), Z(4), 

and X(5), VALMIN on card 4, for example, would be the lowest value of Z 

to be sampled, and VALCEN on card 5 would be the central value of the beam 

distribution in the X direction, SPREAD and VALCEN have no meaning for 

RANGE and THETA, so that cards 1 and 2 use columns 37 through 60 as 

dummy inputs. See Sec. . VII for an illustrative example 

Card 6 contains chamber size data: width CHWID in X direction, 

length.CHLEN in Y direction, and height CHEIT in Z direction. 

Card 7 gives beam data: incident beam momentum (PEA) in Mev/c, 

and the magnetic field strength (HFIELD). The sign of HFIELD is + if it 

bends the beam clockwise as seen ,lookingdown on the chamber, and - if 

counterclockwise. The third quantity on card 7 is the azimuth of the beam 

at entry (ENTAZ), in radians; 

Columns 37 through .60 are used for dummy inputs on cards 6 and 7, 

as they were on cards 1 and 2. 

Each of the first 10 cards contains its card number or TAG in column 

62 5  and each contains a zero. (0) in column 61 (10 = 0). 

The FLAG (last) card has a 1 in column 61 and a 1 or 2 in column 62. 

The FLAG card signifies to the program that all the data have been read in 

and that computation should start. In addition, digits 63 through 68 specify 

the status of internal sense switches during the run. This is discussed in 

Sec. V.  
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An internal sense switch is considered DOWN if the contents of the 

corresponding location are nonzero, and UP if ZERO. Locations :63 

through 68 specify the contents of switch locations 3 through 8. That is, if 

these columns on the FLAG card read 2_27065, the following assignments 

will be made to internal switches 3 through 8: 

SWTCH3 = 2 (down) 
	

SWTCH6 = 0 (up) 

SWTCH4 = 2 .(down) 
	

SWTCH7 = 6 (down) 

SWTCH5 = 7 (down) 
	

SWTCH8 = 5 (down) 

It may be useful to use the switche.s as inputs, noting that each can 

hold numbers from 0 to 9. The options already utilizing switches 1, 2,3, 

and4 are discussed in.Sec. V. 

The significance of column 62 on the FLAG card is this: if al 

appears, it means that another set of input cards is to follow; if a 2, none 

will :  follow. Thus, different sets of data may be processed successively on 

.a single run; or the same set of data may be processed with two different 

configurations of sense switches. 

All data, once read in, remain unchanged through subsequent blocks 

of data on the same run until read over (that is until another data card causes 

new,  data to be read into the samelocation). 

Thus we have specified the contents of the FLAG card: 

61 	1 

62 	(1,2) if another data set (is, is not) to follow. 

63-68 Internal sense switches 

72 MONTE (specifies Monte Carlo options; see Sec. X). 

For cards 6,7,8,9,0 there is no significance to the names VALMIN, 

VALMAX, etc, given in the input summary (Table I). As seen in the summary, 

cards 8, 9, 0 contain dummy input quantities for the QUAY routines. Further, 

cards 1 through 7 contain other. dummy quantities in fields that would other-

wise remain unused. In the table, the dummy quantities of cards l.,through 

7 are. inparentheses. 

If the run is a continuation of a previous run,, the four interrupt, cards 

will be placed immediately before the FLAG card of the interrupted set. 	. 
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A last input.facility exists. Two one-dimensional arrays may be 

entered on cards and used by the QUAV subroutine. The first contains 400 

floating-point quantities and is called CERES (series). The second contains 

160 integer quantities and is called ICARUS(integer series). These series 

can be referred to by name inside the QUAV subroutine, and linkage is 

achieved by the use of COMMON and DIMENSION statements. (See the 

Fortran listing of the HOUND library to determine what COMMON and 

DIMENSION statements are needed in a QUAY subroutine0 

CERES and ICARUS are filled from input cards of the standard 

format. Each card contains five floating-point quantities (columns in 

parentheses), VALMIN (1-12),VALMAX (13-24), COUNT (25-36), 

SPREAD (37.48), VALCEN (49-60) and two integer quantities INTl (63-67) 
r aCnd'JNT?_ (68-72). In addition, each card contains a FLAG (61) and a 

TAG (62). FLAGs 2.9 are used to fill.the arrays. Since for each FLAG 

there are ten possible TAGs, 80 possible FLAG-TAG combinations are 

availablefor use. With fivefloating-point and two integer quantities on each 

ëard, the maximum size of each array (400 and 160) is determined. 

The first five elements of CERES are given, in order, on the card 

having FLAG2 and TAG=0 (the same card contains the first and second 

elements of ICARUS). The card having FLAG=7 and TAG=3 contains 

the elements CERES (266), CERES (267), CERES (268), CERES (269), 

CERES (270), ICARUS (107), and ICARUS (108). 

In general, if we let n = lOX (FLAG-2) + TAG, then card n contains 

CERES (5n4-1), CERES (5n+2), CERES (5n+3), CERES (5n+4), CERES (5n+5), 

ICARUS (2n.f-1), and ICARUS (Zn+Z). 

Each .array remains unchanged unless and until subsequent cards 

write over it. The contents of the arrays are printed on tape I at the be-

ginning of each block of data. Use ofthe variable-output tapes is described 

in Sec. V. 
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IV. OUTPUT OF HOUND 

All normal output of HOUND, except the optional outputs described 

in Sec. V. is handled by Subroutine QUOUT. When the value F4W of the 

	

weighted non-escape probability has been calculated for a given parameter 	1 

pair (R., 0.), HOUND calls QUOU.T with the Fortran calling sequence 

CALL QUOUT (F4W, 0.0). 

At the very end of the program, after the last run has.beerf processed, 

QUOUT is called again, this time with the calling sequence 

CALL QUOUT (F4W, 1.0). 

When this occurs, QUOUT ends, rewinds, and unloads  all output tapes. 

The arguments RANGE, THETA, 	IXXTR4 are transmitted to .QUOUT 

by COMMON statements. The version of QUOUT in the HOUND library 

uses SWTCH5 in .a way dësigned..to complement the ANGUISH version 

of QUAy. This version of QUOUT is therefore called QUOUT-AN. 

QUOUT writes its output on tape I. Each problem can have its own 

QUOUT routine. One QUOUT routine has already been written and is a 

part of the HOUND package and can be used for any problem, though 

perhaps not with maximum convenience. 
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V. OPTIONS, SENSE SWITCHES, AND USE OF HOUND ON THE 709 MONITOR 

The options available to HOUND are specified entirely by internal 

sense switches, with the exception of the' interrupt feature that is governed by 

an external sense switch. 

The internal sense switches 3-8 are set, for each run, by the 63-68 

digits on the FLAG card (see.Sec. 'III) 

Internal sense switch 1 

Sense switch 1 can be set inside the QUAV or QUOUT routines and 

used as a signal between them. 

Internal sense switch 2: 

Sense switch 2 should never be changed internally by either QUAV 

or QUOUT routines, When it is UP the program assumes that its input 

is on cards, When DOWN, the program assumes that its input is on tape ZA 

(Fortran tape 2). That is, when the program is to be run (on, off) the 709 

Monitor, and the input is therefore on (tape, cards), then input is (prepared 

by-converting a deck of column binary cards to a tape mounted on unit ZA, 

read 	in directly from row binar,y cards by the card reader). 	 - 

All output for the HOUND program is written on tapes having code 

names ITAPE(l), ITAPE(2), ITAPE(3) and ITAPE(4). They are referred to 

internally by these names: 

I = ITAPE(1) is used for ordinary output, and for writing pointwise 

maps, whenever they are desired, 

II = ITAPE(2) is used for 'all HOUND debug options, 

III = ITAPE(3) is used for all QUAV optional output, 

IV = ITAPE(4) is used as the binary output tape, whenever one is needed. 

The actual logical tapes corresponding to these are specified in the 

input as follows: 

61 	62 	63-67 	68-.72 

0 	3 	1 	II 

0 	4 	III 	IV 

If no specification is given for I, II, or III, they are set to 3 which is 

the standard output tape for the Monitor system. 
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The same holds• true if the .input assigns a meaningless digit or a 

forbidden unit to one of the variable tape names. If any output tape is to be 

saved, this assignment option should be exer:cised. 

The correspondence of variable-tape names to actualtape:units is 

written on variable tape I at the start of each data block. 

It therefore follows that a row binary deck is used for, ordinary 

operation, and a column binary deck for monitor ,  operation. Sense switch.2 

distinguishes these two cases and enables the program to read either cards 

or tape 2 as needed. Since .the form of input accepted is determined by 

switch 2, its condition must be set before input is read in. This is done by 

subroutine MONTOR, of which there are two versions: 

• MONTOR (UP—cards version) for the row binary deck, and 

MONTOR (DOWN—tape version) for the column binary deck. 

With.èach (row,, column) binary deck, a deck of the proper MONTOR 

version is included to ensure 
I

proper input handling. 

The internal sense switches are merely locations in memory that are 

treated as UP switches, if the contents equal 0, and DOWN 'otherwise. 

The input is designed so that the contents of switches 3-8 may be any digit 

(flOating point) from '0 through '9, making them versatile.' 

Internal sense switches 3 and 4: 

Switches 3 and 4 have been given uses that exploit their ability to hold 

digits from 0 to 9. Each swItch is' to be interpreted as a three-bit binary 

number (any excess over 7 is ignored), and therefore. specifies three in- 

dependent binary options. That is: SWTCH3 = 4,*SWT34 +2. *SWT32+i.*SWT31, and 

SWTCH4 = 4. *SWT44 + 2. *SWT42 +l. *SWT41, where each of SWT31, 

SWT32, SWT34, SWT41, SWT42, and SWT44 can have either the value 0 

(up-off) or 1 (down-on). The option controlled by each is: 

14 
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SWT 	 O(UP-off) 	 . 1(DOWN—on) 

31 	 No 	 Pointwise map Of QUAY output is 
printed in BCD on tape I when 
data block is done. 

32 	 No 	 Pointwise map of QUAV output is 
printed in binary on tape IV when 
data block is done. 

34 	. 	 No 	 Pointwise map of QUAV output is 
printed on tape IF as calculated; for 
debugging. 

41 	 No 	 Floating-point memory dump is 
performed at end of the data block. 

42 	 . 	No 	 Octal memory dump with 
mnemonics is performed at end 
of the data block 

44 . 	 . No 	 Intermediate resul1s are printed 
in BCD on tape II, for debugging 
purposes. 

Note that the automatic dump options (SWT41, SWT42) can be exercised 

only when the program is run on the Monitor system. In other cases, when 

SWTCH2=0, these options are completely ignored. 

To. illustrate, if none of the mapping ,(SWTCH3) or dump (SWTCH4) 

options is to be invoked, SWTCH3 and SWTCH4 will contain 0 on input If 

any subset of the mapping options is desired, . SWTCH3 will contain the sum 

of the last digits of the subswitches to be turned on. For example, if a 

pointwise map in ,BCD is desired at the end of the data block (the fast way to 

get such a map), and is also wanted as calculated to check the results of the 

first,. SWT31 and SWT34 will be down for this data block, and SWTCH3 will 

contain 1 + 4 = 5 input. A similar procedure applies for SWTCH4. 
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• 	 VL INTERRUPT-AND-CONTINUE FEATURE 

A run of HOUND can be terminated in mid-calculation by setting 

external sense switch 1 down, on the console. This is the only external - 

sense switch used by HOUND, as has been already stated 

The program continues to calculate until the current track is averaged 

over. Then, four.:. interrupt cards are punched out and the program exits. 

The format of these cards is given in statement 410:;, and their contents in 

statements 428 and 429. 	 • 

To recontinue the run at a later time, 

Place the four iñtèrrupt cards, in the order in which they 

came from the punch, immediately before the FLAG card of the 

data set whose execution was interrupted. 

Remove any data cards for data sets, that had been com-

pleted in the original run. 

Feed in the deck, just as in the original run. 

The program will continue from the interruption point 
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VII. SAMPLE OF INPUT 

The first eight cards of input are described inthe input section0 

Dummy input depends on the particular QUAV problem being run. We 

describe a QUAy, and its dummy input, in this section, 

A. The Problem 

In Tr_p scattering,, a charge exchange .takes place and a neutron is 

emitted atan angle THETA with respect to the beam. If we assume the. 

final state is a two-body state and contains only a Tr and a neutron, we 

can find the neutron.' s momentum uniquely, given THETA. (More precisely, 

there are .two.possible values distinguished bya choice of sign for a square 

root.) The neutron passes through the chamber and sometimes leaves, as 

calling card, a visible recoil' proton from a subsequent collision. What is 

the probability that a neutron emitted at angle THETA with respect to the 

beam will leave a visible recoil. proton? 

Casting this problem.in  our adopted language, we say that particle 

C' is a neutron and its calling card is a visible recoil proton. In this case; 

then, the QUAV program calculates the probability that a neutron, emitted 

in a two-body final state from point (x, y, z) at an angle. THETA with the 

direction of the beam, will collide with a proton and produce a visible re-

coil. 

This involves the product of two separate probabilities. First, we 

have the probability that the neutron will collide at all with a proton. This 

is discussed inSec. IX. Second, we have the probability that a collision, 

if it took place, would give a visible recoil. This is calculated by Subroutine 

SHADOW, which is treated in Alvarez Group Memo 276, It is enough, in 

this section, to give the Jnput.. In Sec. IX we discuss the details of this 

QUAV 'routine and its applications to other escape-correction problems. 

For input we require the set of values of the variable parameters 

RANGE and THETA, for which the corrections are to be calculated. The 

neutron' s momentum is determined uniquely by THETA, and so we have a 

special case in which the escape correction depends on only one parameter. 

We can then suppress the dependence on RANGE. Thus we let RMIN = 0, 
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RMAX = 0 and RCOUNT = 0 (that is, we consider only one value of B, 

namely .R = 0). . This goes on card L 	 - 

For THETA, we choose to consider values of THETA near, 90 deg. 

In this case, we seek the forward differential scattering cross section for 

charge exchange. tIForwardJ means forward for all 0 therefore practically 

transverse emission for the neutron. We pick 1.221730 radians (=70,deg) as 

our minimum, and 1.500983 radians (86 deg) as our maximum THETA, with 

eight intervals of 2 deg each in between.. Then we have THMIN = 1.221730, 

THMAX 1.500983 and TqOUNT = 8.0 (card 2). 

On .card 5 we must specify the beam characteristics in the x direction, 

and the density of the sample of points in that direction. In the associated-

production beam of 1.03-Bev/c pions, the center of the x distribution was 

at 'x = XCENT = 5,56 (in,), and XWID = 202 = 9.3 (in.). We choose to 

sample about 1-1/2 11SIGMAS 11 , which includes about 90% of the beam distri-

bution. Since 	2.2 (in.) we let XMIN 2.0, XMAX = 9. 12, and take 

four intervals of (9,12-2,0)/4 in. each. Then we will be sampling five dif- 

férent entrance values for x (2.0, 3.78, 5.56, 7.34, 9.12), with XCOUNT = 4.0. 

On card 4, which contains the analogous quantities for the z direction, 

we choose to sample about 2 "SIGMAS.' 1  on only one side of the center. This 

exploits the symmetry of the distribution about the central plane of the 

chamber, z = 7.0. Then ZCENT = 7.0 'and WIDZ = 2cy = 1.58, implying 

that cv is about 0.8. Thus we choose ZMIN = 7.4, ZMAX = 9.0, with two 

intervals between, making the ZCOUNT = 2.0. 

Card 3 will contain the analogous quantities for the y direction 

(actually specifying the quantity s). The usable part of the chamber is about 

59 in. long, so we let SMIN = 10.0 and SMAX = 50.0, and we choose to take 

four intervals in S. That is, we divide the track into four intervals taking 

five points along each track; s = 10, 20,, 30, 40,. 50 and hence SCOUNT = 4. 

The central value in S is 00 and the width (attenuation parameter) is 234 

for the pion beam. The distribution in each direction x, z, S goes as a 

factor exp [ - (V - CENT) 1/ WIDTH 1, where i = 1 for 5, and i = 2 for 

x, Z. CENT is the "central value " and WIDTH is 2cy for X, Z and Cy S  

for S. The value 234 (in.) for c 5  corresponds to a total cross section 

near 50 mb for the pion beam. 
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On card 7 we have the chamber parameters width (in •x direction) = 

CHWID = 14.7 (in.) length (in y direction) = CHEIT =30 (in.) and height 

(in z direction) = CHEIT = 14.0 (in.) These are the dimensions of the 

chamber or of any fiducial volume selected. 

Whenthe word htchambert  is used in this discussion it refers to the 

tieffe ctive h! chamber; that is, that box in which the calling cards of interest 

must be left. When the dimensions of the Itchamber ' are fed in, the program 

understands that any point outside this volume is to be ignord.as  a possible 

starting point for the reaction under. discussion. As to the volume in which.a 

particle C must leave a calling card or be considered to have escaped, that 

is under the control of the QUAV routine. In the particular routine we use, 

as in our example, the volume available for the leaving of calling cards is 

considered to be identical with the uchamberu  as given in the input cards. 

Card 8 gives the essential.beam data. First, the nominal beam 

momentum, assumed constant all along each beam track, so that beam tracks 

are treated as having a constant radius of curvature, which is 1030 Mev./c 

in the case of the rrp associated-production run we are using. The magnetic 

field used was 15,42 kilogauss and was ttdown?  in the chamber. Since our 

beam is of negative particles (€ = 1), and since the magnetic field is in the 

-z direction, the beam bends clockwise in the chamber and the sign of the 

magnetic field is + (were it counter clockwise, the sign of the magnetic 

field would.be negative). Finally we have the angle of entry (ci a ) of.the beam, 

ENTAZ = 1.764 (in radians). 
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B. Solution:• QUAV and its Dummy Input 

We must now specify the dummy input to QUAV (see Table II). On 

card 8, locations EMASSO, EMASS1, EMASS2, and EMASS3 contain the 

masses of the target, incident, escaping and ?both r !t particles. For non-

two-body final states, the mass of the Hothe rtt particle is completely ignored 

by ANGUISH-QUAV. See Sec. IX for a detailed account of ANGUISH-QUAV 

and its options. In our case, these are 938.21, 139,59, 939.51, and 135.00 

respectively. PAUX is the minimum momentum that a recoiling proton may 

have and yet leave what will be considered a visible track, in our case, 

100 Mev/c. INFIX1 is the number of azimuthal angles sampled on the cone 

of opening angle THETA, in this case, 8. INFIXZ.is  the number of intervals 

used by the SHADOW routine in its numerical integration; we choose 16. 

The cross section for n-p scattering must be specified. Since 

SIGMA = 10,*ENERGY (kinetic energy, using barns and Mev) expresses 

the relation adequately for our energy range, we set AUXILO = 10. 

AUXIL1 = - 1.0, AUXIL2 = 0.0, AUXIL3 = 0,0, and EXTRA1 = 0.0. The 

range-momentum relation for liquid hydrogen is momentum = constant * 

(range)' 73 	so , 	EXTRA3 = 0.273. Last, EXTBA4 = 1,0, since we 

are using liquid hydrogen. No card Ols needed for this particular case. 

The setting of the internal sense switches for this QUAV for our case 

is as follows. We choose 

SWTCH5 3, because we want no debug results, and because we have 

a two'body final state and choose the +1. root of the final 

momentum; 

SWTCH6 = 0, because we are not interested in any escape probbili" 

ties of the 1T 
0 

SWTCH7 = 3, because we want the probability that a collision (not a 

decay) has taken place; 

SWTCH8 = 3, because we insist that the collision give a visible re-

coil; 

The FLAG = 1 because we want to see immediately afterward, on 

another run, what the probability of a collision 

would be, without insisting that a visible proton recoil 

result. Only the contents of SWTCH8 changes. It 

becomes 0. 
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VIII. PACKAGE DECK AND EXECUTION OF PROGRAM HOUND 

A. Binary Decks for HOUND 

The row and column binary decks for Program HOUND are specified 

here, with all the necessary subroutines. HOUND-KERNEL comprises items 

i-x inclusive, which are always present in all HOUND decks, even if they 

are not used. Use of items xi-xiv varies according to the problem being 

run. 

Table 1110 	Row and column binary decks for Program HOUND 

Row Binary Column Binary 

Fortran BSS loader - - - - 
HOUND deck proper + subroutine HOUND deck proper + subroutine 

CHEKAa CHEKAa 

ENTUM ENTUM 

EREXIT EREXIT 

V. 	KNOCK KNOCK 

MONTOR (off-cards version) MONTOR (on-tape version) 

PLANE PLANE 

viii, 	RAY RAY 

ix. 	ROTATE ROTATE 

X. 	 Fortran Library (including Fortran Library (including REWUNLb 

REWUNLb and  RANFc routines ) and BANFC routines) 

(ROW BINARY) (COLUMN BINARY) 

xi, 	QUOUT 	- 	-, QUOUT 

QUAV QUAV 

Transfer card Data card 

Data Data 

aCHEKA checks, a given tape number to see if it can be used by the 709 

Monitor system. 	 - 

bREWUNL rewinds and unloads the tape specified. 

cRANF generates a random number between 0.0 and 100 for Monte Carlo 

calculation. 
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B. Subroutines in HOUND-KERNEL 

The following  contains a brief description of each subroutine in 

HOUND-KERNEL. Further informaion concerning these subroutines is 

available, from the Fortran listing of the HOUND library. .... 

ENTUM Does kinematics for problems involving twobody final states 

See Alvarez Group Memo 268 

EREXIT - When an obvious error occurs in the execution of a subroutine, 

EREXIT is called A diagnostic comment is printed on-line, and 

on tape I, and then the program finally exits after rewinding the tapes 

KNOCK A routine that decides if a given point (x, y,  z) lies, inside a box of 

given bounding planes. 

MONTOR - Specifies whether the input to the program is on cards or tape 

See Sec. V for details, 

PLANE - A subroutine written by George R. Kalbfleisch (Lawrence Radiation 

Laboratory Berkeley) that computes the distance from a given point 

(x, y,  z) to a given plane Ax + By + Cz + D = 0 

RAY - For a cone of given opening angle whose axis lies in the x-y plane at 

a given azimuth, RAY computes the spatial direction of a ray on the 

cone situated at azimuthal angle ' 

ROTATE - Rotates a unit vector in a given direction successively about the 

z and x axes by given angles. 

Important: check that only one version of each subroutine is in the 

deck,at a time, since QUAV, QUOUT, MONTOB, and PATH may have 

several versions. If their cards are stored together, confusion may result. 

The ANGUISH version of QUAV is described in the next section. 

Another version, the CARM version, written for use with.Duane Carmony' s 

pion-pion resonance experiment (Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley), 

calculates a structurally different escape correction. In that experiment, 

n + p - 	+ p + r , and those events having protons that stop in the chamber 

are analyzed. 

The CARM version of QU.V corrects for those protons which do 

not stop as follows: 
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Let 0 be the proton' s angle of emission with respect to the beam 

direction at (x, y,  z), and let B be the range of the proton in the chamber. 

We ignore, initially, the curvature of the proton and ask what fraction of 

protons emitted from (x, Y.  z) at an angle ,0 with respect to the beam with 

range B will stop in the chamber. Clearly, the end points of all possible 

proton tracks of such an R and 0 will lie on the rim of a cone of slant 

height B and opening angle 0; we need calculate only the fraction of that 

rim that lies within the chamber. QTJAV-CABM does this, and HOUND 

averages these results over a specified sample of points (x, y, z) in the 

chamber, giving the average fraction of non-escaping protons having 

parameters B, 0. HOUND then cycles through a range of values of B and 

0. Internal options allow correction for curvature. 

In executing HOUND, the program reads in the data, then prints 

the data on-line (if the program is not being runon the Monitor) and on 

tape I. In the Monitor case, the program stops at this point and prints 

on-line instructions to the operator, who must then press START to cause 

the program to -continue. This interruption comes only on the first data block 

on a Monitor run, and allows tapes to be mounted as extra output (or input) 

vehicles. In case of error either in input or in execution, a diagnostic is 

automatically printed on tape. I and the program exits, 
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IX. DESCRIPTION OF THE ANGUISH VERSION OF SUBROUTINE QUAV 

The illustrative problem in earlier sections is a special case of the 

use of ANGUISH-QUAy. In this sectionwe describe the province of the 

ANGUISH-QUAY, which is delineated by two conditions imposed on the particle 

whose escape correction is sought''. 

Its trajectory from the time of emission must be well approximated 

by a straight line. 

The probability of its leaving a calling card before traveling a 

distance x in the chamber is given by P(x) = 1-exp (_x/(), where X  is a 

mean-free-path parameter which must be independent of x. 

There are two major types of escapes that satisfy the conditions above. 

First, the escape of a neutral particle of known cross section a  for identifiable 

interaction with the target substance. Here the calling card is the set of 

products of the identifiable reaction. Second, the decay of a neutral, unstable 

particle of known lifetime t, at rest. The calling card here is a set of 

charged decay products. I  In the first case we have l/X = (constant) N 0 0(d/A), 

where A = the atomic weight of the target, d = density of target, N 0  

Avogadros number, and a  the known cross section for identifiable inter-

actionof the escaping particle with the target. In the second case we have 

C T where c= veloèity of the escaping particle in the laboratory 

system, y = 1/ /l - 	, and T  is the decay lifetime at rest. 

Two major possibilities remain. The final state is either a two-body 

state, or a state with more than two bodies, 

A. Two-body Final States 

We have referred to the escaping particle until now, but where there 

are two-body final states, the escape correction for both particles, either 

separately or jointly, may be soiight. For two-body final states, therefore, 

the two final-state particles are made symmetrical from thepoint of view of 

the program. For convenience, we call one of the particles "the escaping 

particle C" and the other, "the mate to the escaping particle, " or 

"particle D. 
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The fundamental elements of the escape correction for either particle 

(let us use C for definiteness) are: 

P DK = the probability that C decays in a distance 

x=l_exp[_x/XD; 

P 	 = the probability that C interacts identifiably with the .target
XS  

in a distance x = 1 - exp [ - x/Xx5]; and 

P SHADOW = the probability, given that C interacts identifiably 

with the target substance, that the recoiling target particle track will have 

a projected length (projected on the flat plane in the chamber) exceeding some 

minimum. The final state of the C-target system is assumed to be S-wave, 

and nonrelativistic kinematics is used in the subroutine SHADOW that 

performs this calculation). 

Any of (a), (b) and (c) may be appropriate corrections to apply, and 

perhaps all three. Further, it may be of interest to calculate, instead of 

the non-escape probability, the escape probability in each or any of cases 

(a), (b), and (c). 

Next, we can specify any subset of corrections for particles C and 

D independently, and these will be multiplied together and averaged by 

HOUND. 

Last of the options in the two-body case is the kinematic option cor-

responding to the choice of sign of root. In many cases only one root is 

meaningful, in some both are, Each run of a two-body final state must specify 

which root is to be chosen. (The root is the quantity BOOT,  in.the ENTUM 

subroutine (see Alvarez Group Memo 268). It can be either +1.0 or -1.0). 

Before giving an example, we should present the correspondence 

between dummy input quantities and internal physical quantities. We assume 

that the final state contains two bodies, and that any other final state is a 

specialization. 

EMASSO = mass of target particle, 

EMASS1 = mass of incident particle, 

EMASS2 = mass of escaping particle (C), 

EMASS3 = mass of mate" particle (D), 

FAUX = momentum of target nucleus recoil, such that its track is just 

long enough to be visible when it is optimally oriented. 

Next, the cross sections of escaping particle and mate for detectable collisions 

with a target nucleus. These are expressed as: 	erergy H means kinetic energy) 
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= EXTRA1 + AUXILO* (energy to the power AUXIL1) 

+ AUXILZ* (momentum to the power AUXIL3); 

= EXT RAZ + EXAUXO* (energy to the power EXAUX1) 

+ EXAUX2* (momentum to the power EXAUX3). 

That is, the variation of cross section with energy for .  particles C 

and D is assumed expressible in the form above, with constants inserted 

by the input: 

TIME = decay lifetime at rest for particle C, 

EXTI = decay lifetime at rest for particle D, 

EXTRA3 = exponent in the range-momentum relation for the target 

nucleus in the target substance, 

Momentum = constant X RANGE to the power EXTRA3, 

.EXTRA4 = the constant in the equation for mean free paths, X 

X(cm) = A/ [ (barns) * 0.0586 * 6.03 * 10, * constant ] 

Thus, since 0.0586 is the density of liquid hydrogen, the constant essentially 

changes the target substance, and will be 1. for H. 

Lastly,.two integer quantities (each must be less than 32768) are used-: 

INFIX1 = number of azimuthal angles sampled on the cone of opening 

angle THETA, and 

INFIX2 = number of intervals in the numerical integration in the 

- SHADOW routine, if that is used. 

To finish this description we should give an example that illustrates 

the use of some piajorfraction of the options available and described above. 

The options are specified by the internal sense switches 5-8 and each sense 

switch represents a two-digit ternary number. That is: 

SWTCH5 = SWT51 + 3. *SWT53 

SWTCH6 = SWT61 + 3. *5WT63 

SWTCH7.= SWT71 + 3. * SWT73 

SWTCH8 = SWT81 + 3. * SWT83 

and. each of the SWT quantities SWT51, - , SWT83 takes one of the values 

0, 1, 2 as specified by the input. In deciding what the input should be, decide 

first what each of the SWT quantities should be. Then, substitute these 

values in the equations above, to determine these SWTCH quantities: 
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SWT '0 1 

51 No debug results Debug results are Debug results are 
are printed. printed on tape III. printed.on tape III. 

53 Final state has Final state has 2 bodies; Final state has 2 
3 bodies or more. root = + 1. bodies; root = - I. 

61 For particle 	D; For particle 	D; For particle 	D; 
probability of probability of probability of non- 
decay is ignored. decay is computed. decay is computed. 

63 For particle 	D; For particle 	D; For particle 	D; 
probability of probability of collision probability of non- 

• collision is ignored. 	is computed. collision is computed. 

71 For particle 	C; For particle C; For particle 	C; 
probability of probability of decay probability of non- 
decay is ignored. is computed. decay is computed. 

73 For particle 	C; For particle 	C; For particle 	C; 
probability of probability of collision probability of non- 
collision is ignored. 	is computed. collision is computed. 

81 For particle 	D; For particle 	D; For particle 	D; 
probability of recoil 	probability of recoil probability of recoil 
visibility is ignored. 	visibility is computed. nonvisibility is com- 

puted. 

83 For particle 	C; 
probability of recoil 	Probability of recoil Probability of recoil 
visibility is ignored. 	visibility is computed. nonvisibility is 

computed. 

. 	Example: the Options at Work 

Suppose we are interested in the reaction ' . ii +.p - K° +A0, and we 

seek the probability that a A-p  collision, might ?tfake ' an n-p colli.sion if the 

neutron came from 7T + p - 
	+ n, This means that (a) the K must not 

decay in the chamber, (b) the A must not decay in the chamber, (c) the 

A must scatter in the chamber, and (d) the recoil p from the A scattering 

must be visible. 

Following our previous conventions, we let the A be particle C, 

and we.let K be particle D. Then we have 
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EMASSO = 938.21, 

EMASS1 =139.59, 

EMASS2=1115.36, 

EMASS3 = 497. 8, 

FAUX 	= 100. 	(momentum of barely visible proton track). 

As sume that.the 	ei.a'stiros s-sectiOn is approximately a constant, as a 

function of energy, and equal numerically to 30 mb. Then we have. 

AUXILO = 0.0, 

AUXIL1 = 0.0, 

AUXIL2 = 0.0, 

AUXIL3= 0.0, 

EXTRA1 =0.03. 

Since we are not interested in K-p scattering, we set 

EXAUXO = 0.0, 

EXAUX1 = 00, 

EXAUX2= 0.0, 

EXAUX3 = 00, 

•EXTRA2= 0.0,. 

Now we set 

TIME = 251X10 "  (lifetime of 

EXTI = 1.0X10
0 
 (lifetime of K) (K?; we do K10  later), 

EXTRA3 = 0.273 (exponent in range-momentum relation for p in 

liquid H),. 	. 

EXTRA4 = 1.0 (indicates that target i liquid H), 

INFIX1 = 8 (8 azimuths are to be sampled on each cone of opening 

angle T.HETA), 

INFIX2 = 16 (16 intervals are to be taken in the numerical integration 

in the SHADOW routine) which computes the 

probability that the recoil will be visible). 

Now we set the internal sense switches 

SWT51 = 0 (we don't want debug results), 

SWT53 = 1 (two-body final state with root = +1. Later, we'll do 

root  
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So that SWTCH5 = 1 * 3 + 0 * 1 = 3, we set 

SWT61 = 2 (we compute the probability of nondecay of the K), 

SWT63 = 0 (we ignore the probability of scattering of the K). 

So that SWTCH6 = 0 * 3 + 2 * 1 = 2, we set 

SWT71 = 2 (we compute the probability of nondecay of the lambda), 

SWT73 = 1 (we compute the probability of scattering of the lambda). 

Therefore, SWTCH7 = 5, and we set 

SWT81 = 0 (ignore visibility of recoil from K-p scattering), 

SWT83 = 1 (compute visibility of a recoil from -p scattering), 

SWTCH8= 3. 

This completes our first block of data. We then will want to run a 

second block having root = - 1. Then we will run another pair of blocks using 

s instead of K?t  s, The next page shows the input required. All non- 

dummy input is assumed identical with an earlier example given in Sec. VII. 

B. Final State Containing More than Two Bodies 

When more than two bodies occur in the final state, no detailed 

kinematics can be done when only the angle THETA of emission of particle 

C is given. In this case, no correlated escape corrections are possible 

with the program, and the escape correction is computed for particle C 

alone. The EMASS3 is ignored, and the quantity RANGE is assumed to 

be the momentum of particle C in the laboratory system. All the escape 

corrections outlined for particle C are available here, SWT53 = 0 invokes 

the multibody final-state option of QUAy-ANGUISH. 

'a 
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C. Additional Flexibility in the Use of QUAy-ANGUISH 

There are two other features ofinterest. First, the flexibility in the 

choice of a fiducial volume appropriate to the secon.daries; second the option 

of using QUAy-ANGUISH as a separate subroutine, independent of HOUND. 

Both of these options are controlled by. the last digit of INFIX3. This digit 

(1X35) is treated as an octal digit composed of three binary bits, 

1X35 = IX351 + 2, *1X352 + 4, *IX354, 

The ANGUISH version of QUAV invokes these additional options 

according to the contents of 1X341, 1X352 as follows: 

o 	 1 

1X351 	QUAY-ANGUISH is 	(with) 	(without) 

run ( ) HOUND 

1X352 	QUAy-BOUND uses 	(The original (The volume 

as its fiducial volume, 	chamber) 	bounded by the 
.( 	 first INFIX4 

planes given in 

CEBES. .See below.) 

All interaction points are assumed to lie in the rectangular volume 

defined by the six planes 

(x = 0, x = CHWID, y = O y CHLEN, z = 0, z CHEIT).. 

A secondary particle emitted at a point (x, y,  z) in the volume described is 

said to uès  cape u  if it does not leave an appropriate calling card within some 

t'fiducial volume. " This fiducial volume is specified solely by subroutine 

BOUND. The calling sequence is 

CALL BOUND (A, B, C, D, NOPLAN), 

where A, B, C, D are arrays containing the coefficients of the bounding planes 

of the fiducial volume, and NOPLAN is the number of such planes. 

he equation of a typical plane is Ax + By + Cz + D = 0, in particular, 

the equation of the ith plane is A(I) x + B(I)y + C(I)z + D(I) = 0. BOUND fills 

in the locations A, B, C, D, NOPLAN with numbers appropriate to the boundary 

chosen for the fiducial volume, and then returns to QUAy. 
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The ANGUISH version of BOUND has two options controlled by 

1X352: 

If 1X352 = 0, the fjducjai volume is chosen to be the "chamber", 

bounded by the six planes 

x = 0, x = CHWID, y = 0, y = CHLEN, z = 0, z = CHEIT 

which can be expressed as: 

l x + O y + 0 z + 0 0 0.0 

1 x + 0- y'+ 0 Z - CHWID = 0.0 

0.x+1.+0.z+00=0.0 

0x+0y+l.z+0.000 

0 x + 0 y + I. z - CHEIT = 0.0 

Then A(l) = A(2) = B(3) = B(4) = C(5) = C(6) = 1.0, and D(2)= - CHWID, D(4) 

= - CHLEN, D(6) = - CHEIT. All other A(I), B(I), C(I), D(I) = 0, and 

NOPLAN = 6, 

If 1X352 = 1, the fiducial volume is specified by the first 80 

locations of CERES and NOPLAN = INFIX4. 

The coefficients are given by: 

A(l) = CEBES(l) 	B(1) = CERES(2) c(I) 	CERES(3) 	•D(l) = CERES(4) 

A(2) = CERES(6) 	B(2) = CERES(7) C(2) 	= CERES(8) 	D(2) = CERES(9) 

A(I) = CEBES(5*I4)B(I) = cEBES(5':q3); C(I) = CEPES(5*I-2); D(i) CERES(5*I_l) 

These are arranged so that the four coefficients of each plane will 

appear on a single input card. For example, CERES(1), (2), (3), (4) which 

•are A(l), B(1), C(l),D(1) all appear on card 20 (FLAG=2, TAG = 0). See 

the description of input. 

To change the fiducial volume on a later run, one must change the 

fourth digit of INFIX3 ( IX34) on input. If that digit remains fixed, no new 

fiducial volume will be read in, even if the CERES locations are changed. If 

1X34 differs from the value it had on the previous run, however, the new 

fiducial volume will be inserted, 
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QUAy-ANGUISH as an Independent Subroutine 

Usually the ANGUISH version of subroutine QUAV takes a set of 

(INFIX1) points equally spaced on the cone of opening angle 0 whose apex 

lies at point (x, y,  z) in the chamber. This is useful when QUAV is being 

used with the HOUND main program, and where a sample of representative 

interaction points is desired. There are cases where the escape correction 

is desired, not for a sample of representative "artificialpoints, but rather 

for a single specific experimental point. For example, in EXAMIN-type 

routines it is usual to correct the actual experimental events individually for 

geometric factors. The ANGUISH version of the QUAV subroutine can be 

employed in this cause as follows: 

Appropriate COMMON statements are inserted in the main program 

(e. g. , an EXAMIN-type program) and the last digit of the quantity INFIX3 is 

set to 1 (see below). QUAy-ANGUISH, when so used, will perform the escape 

corrections for only one particle at a time, When used in HOUND, joint cor-

rections for two particles could be calculated Here, in the non-HOUND use, 

if a joint correction is desired, one enters QUAV several time s (once for 

each track for which a correction is desired). The results for all the entries 

are then multiplied together to give the joint escape probability. 

Certain additional parameters must be provided when QUAy-ANGUISH 

is used outside of HOUND. These are: 

Momentum of particle C, P = RANGE, 

Space Angle between P 
C  and beam 

 (radians) in the laboratory 

system = THETA, 

Dip of beam track at (x,y, z) = EXXTR1, 

Dip of particle C at (x,y, z) = EXXTRZ, 

and 

Azimuth of particle C at (x, y  z) = IXXTR3. 

The other quantities needed are identical with those required for the HOUND 

use of QUAy, In particular, they are: 

x, y,  z 	the coordinates of the interaction point, 

SAMPAZ the azimuth of the beam track at (x, y, z) 

PEA 	the beam momentum at (x, y,  z), 

EMASSO the mass Of target particle, 

EMASS1 the mass of incident particle, 
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EMASS2 the mass of particle C (the particle for which the escape 

correction is being computed, 

.EMASS3 the mass of the mate particle, where appropriate, 

AUXILO : 
through 

AUXIL4 coefficients in the equation for the cross-section 
and 

.EXTBA1 for c-p elastic.scatter as a function of kinetic energy and 

momentum, 

EXTRA3 exponent in the approximate range-momentum relation where 

momentum = (range) exponent  

EXTRA4 ratio of effective target density to that of liquid hydrogen, 

INFIXZ the number of intervals to be used in the SHADOW 

numerical integration, if performed, 

SWTCH5 	1 
) Determine 	the specific escape correction to be computed 

SWTCH7, 8J for particle C (see page 34), 

and 

SWTCH6=0 (Since only single particle corrections may be computed 

under this option). 

The last digit of INFIX3 determines the non-HOUND use of QUAy- 

ANGUISH, if IX351. (see above) 	=(O, 1) QUAy-ANGUISH is being used 

(with, without) HOUND, 
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X. MONTE CARLO OPTIONS 

The QUAV subroutine computes the value of the quantity to be 

averaged at each of a set of points specified by the HOUND main program. 

This set of points lies in a deformed rectangular box specified by the quantities 

XMIN, XMAX, SMIN, SMAX, ZMIN, and ZMAX. Specifically, each point of 

the set, lies on a track that enters the chamber at a point (EX, 0, EZ) where 

XMIN !!9  EX < XMAX and ZMIN <EX < ZMAX. The point lies on the track 

ata'n arc length S (from entry), where SMIN <S <SMAX. Thus a point in 

the chamber is determined by specifying (EX, EZ, S). •The, points of the sample 

are chosen in one of three ways: 

(0) Gridwise, at regular intervals, as discussed in Sec. IV (output). 

The values of QUAV so computed are weighted by the density 

of the beam at (EX, 0, EZ) and bythe attenuation of the beam 

at S. The beam density at entry is assumed to be given by 

exp [ - (EX-XCENT) 2/WIDXJ X exp ( - EZ-ZC.ENT)2/WIDZ J. 
The attenuation is assumed given by exp '- (S-SCENT)/WIDS . 

Randomly and uniformly in the permitted region. The resultant 

values are weighted, as in.case (0). 	' 

Randomly, in the permitted region where each point is chosen 

with a probability proportional to the weight it could have been 

given above. In this case, all points are given weights of 1. 

The three cases are distinguished by the contents of column 72 on 

the FLAG card, Column 72 contains the number corresponding to the option 

chosen (0, 1, or 2). For Monte Carlo options 1 and,2, the number of points 

to be samIed. for each (R,9) pair is punched in columns 63 through 67 of 

card 5 (the X card), and is called MONACO. 

Changing the Unit of Length Used in HOUND 

HOUND assumes that all input length quantities are given in inches. 

If a different unit of length is more convenient, it is introduced by setting 

EXXTR4 = the number of the new units in .a centimeter, For example, if 

centimeters are to be used, EXXTB4 will be = 1,0 on input. If EXXTR4 = 0,0 

on input, HOUND automatically changes it to 0,3937, making inches the unit of 

length (there are 0.3937 inches in 1 centimeter). The QUAV subroutine uses 

EXXTR4 to insure consistency of units with the main program. 
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